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Titles published within the Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing Series are included in Thomson Reuters' Book Citation Index and Scopus.

**Aims and Scope**

Information systems and intelligent knowledge processing are playing an increasing role in business, science and technology. Recently, advanced information systems have evolved to facilitate the co-evolution of human and information networks within communities. These advanced information systems use various paradigms including artificial intelligence, knowledge management, and neural science as well as conventional information processing paradigms.

The aim of this series is to publish books on new designs and applications of advanced information and knowledge processing paradigms in areas including but not limited to aviation, business, security, education, engineering, health, management, and science.

Topics covered in this series include, but are not limited to, the following areas:

* Agent systems
* Big Data analytics
* Business intelligence
* Cognition systems
* Data mining and knowledge discovery
* e-commerce systems
* Human-computer interaction
* Information quality and privacy
* Knowledge management
* Machine intelligence
* Multimedia systems
* Semantic Web
* Smart environments
* Social networks
* Unmanned systems
* Artificial life systems
* Bioinformatics
* Computer security
* Cloud computing
* Decision support systems
* Green computing
* Information fusion
* Internet of things
* Knowledge-based software engineering
* Mobile systems
* Ontology
* Service computing
* Soft computing
* Ubiquitous and pervasive computing
* Virtual reality

Books in the series should have a strong focus on information processing - preferably combined with, or extended by, new results from adjacent sciences. Proposals for research monographs, reference books, coherently integrated multi-author edited books, and handbooks will be considered.
for the series and each proposal will be reviewed by the Series Editors, with additional reviews from the editorial board and independent reviewers where appropriate.

**How to Submit a book proposal to the AI&KP Series:**

If you are interested in writing for the series please submit a proposal to Helen Desmond and include:


2. A provisional table of contents of the book with, a couple of draft chapters.

3. CV’s for the authors/editors.

*Adobe Acrobat Reader version 8.1.2 or higher is required to open and complete the Book Proposal Form.